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From: Scallon, Peggy
To: Alice Erickson; council; Transportation Commission; Mayor; Wolfe, James
Cc: "Tom Kneubuehl"; "Roy Christianson"; "Erik Infield"; "Faith Fitzpatrick"; "Herman Felstehausen"; "Jana Stewart";

"Leslie Herje"; "Matt Seib"; "Stewart Ellison"; "Kristen Slack"; Furman, Keith; springharborpresident@gmail.com;
ssmiley1@charter.net; "Joan Martin"; "Mary Beth Dunning"; "Janet Loewi"; "Liz Freitick"; "Tanya Cunningham";
ITALINK1@charter.net; 5121minocqua@gmail.com; stanfuka@gmail.com; "Cc: From: Angela Young"; "To: Steve
Tiffany"; "Maureen Rickman"; "Pat McBride"; "Agneta Sarinske"; "Carol Michalski"; "Kathy Goldsworthy"; "Sarah
spencer"; msundquist20@gmail.com; "Herman Baumann"; jeff.prey@gmail.com; "Kim McBride"; "Heather
Crade"; "Mark Redsten"; "Beth Bauer"; "Chuck & Candy Gates/Schrank"; "Linda/Bob Nelson"; "Patricia Boyette";
"Sandra Larson"; "Kate and Dave Eberhard"; "Kate and Dave Eberhard"; "Marie Dietrich"; "Kim McBride";
emetzloff@yahoo.com; "Patrice Kennedy"; "LISA A STEINKAMP"; "Derrick Buisch"; "King Aymond"; "tomasz Zal";
"Kay Schwichtenberg"; "Catherine Martin"; "Marie Dietrich"; lesaboat@charter.net; "Jeff Bauer"; "Nicholas
Garton"

Subject: RE: Response to Keith Furman"s 3/28 blog post
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 11:20:10 AM

Dear Mayor, Alder Furman and City officials and City staff:
 
Thank you to my neighbors for skillfully pointing out these issues.
 
I’d like to highlight some very important (and disturbing) points they already mentioned because
they should be noted by all.  
 
In addition to the very real and imminent concerns about the proposed plan, Alder Furman has
repeatedly lied about informing the neighborhood, and has attempted to shut down active
discussion and other input into the project, and it should be widely known that he went out of his
way to use City staffers to remove or relocate the signs that neighbors had placed in their yards. 
That is pretty unbelievable.  We’d like Alder Furman to comment on the sign-removal/relocation
issue. 
 
We are asking that you slow this project down at least a year so that neighbors can provide real
input, compromise, and incorporate up-to-date, progressive strategies for managing the
environmental concerns and the character of the neighborhood. 
 
Please listen to us.  Together we can make this plan better. 
 
Peggy Scallon
 
 
 
Two quick points:
 

I don’t believe Alder Furman is representing us as he targeted our efforts to get the
word out to the others in the neighborhood. We put up quite a few yard signs (Save
Lake Mendota Drive) with a QR code to lead neighbors to information. These signs
were targeted by Ald Furman and they were tagged and moved. I know they were
targeted (PLEASE see the attached which one of our neighbors was able to get thru
open records). My neighbor directly across the street (NO –F35) sign was not
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touched. Neither were many “Clean Lakes”, etc. Signs of all kinds have been in the
neighborhood for years and never an issue.  This is a VERY PETTY action by a public
official.

Ald Furman’s blog states: “I've been discussing this project with neighbors and the
neighborhood for many years”. In reality it took most of us by surprise, which is part
of why we’re so upset, having the first public meeting only this past Jan.

 

Alice Erickson
Spring Ct
 
 


